
Comment on “Superspin Glass Mediated Giant
Spontaneous Exchange Bias in a Nanocomposite
of BiFeO3-Bi2Fe4O9”

The exchange anisotropy at ferromagnetic-
antiferromagnetic interfaces reflects in exchange bias (EB).
The latter is customarilymanifested after an externalmagnetic
field is applied either when the system is cooled trough the
Néel temperature, at the time the interface is created or during
someposterior treatment. Besides, it has been suggested that a
so-called spontaneous EB may be set by the first magnetic
field applied to certain systems [1]. In a recent Letter, Maity
et al. [2] allege that such behavior was observed in a BiFeO3-
Bi2Fe4O9 nanocomposite. In the present Comment, we argue
that the authors have not provided convincing evidences for
the claimed spontaneous EB, which could well be an artifact.
Wewill limit our criticism to three crucial points, leavingapart
important issues such as the validity of the key assumption in
the criticized Letter for the ferromagnetic core in Bi2Fe4O9

nanoparticles which is based onmisquoting the literature data
[3] (for the magnetic structure of the bulk material see
Ref. [4]) or the reliability of the measured quantities, all of
them provided without error bars.
First, none of the hysteresis loops of the samples for

which EB is claimed has been measured using magnetic
fields high enough to reach unambiguous reversible mag-
netization. Thus, there are no proofs that the loop shift
along the field axis,HE, is actually EB. Most probably, it is
only a minor loop manifestation [5] which makes the
commented Letter disputable.
Second, the observed jHEj depends on the direction of the

magnetic field first applied during the hysteresis loop trace as
well as on that used during the field cooling (FC). Yet, it is
unclear whether the very same sample or different “virgin”
ones have been used in consecutive measurements. Let
consider the following situations. (i) If the samevirgin sample
has been measured starting from either positive or negative
fields, with the loops minor and the demagnetizing protocol
not ideal [6], the distinct jHEj values arenaturally attributed to
dissimilar initial magnetic states. Furthermore, sample A
presents training, which could also add to the difference in
jHEj. (ii) If different samples were used, the notion of a
positive or negative field ismeaningless since, for an isotropic
as-made nanocomposite, any direction of the first applied
field is equivalent [7]; the same holds for the FC. (iii) If the
same sample is field cooled twice, an interfacial configuration
set during the first FC might not be completely reversed
during the second one, leading to different values of jHEj.
The third point we choose to discuss is the attribution of

the asymmetry in HE to a ferromagnetic-antiferromagnetic
coupling mediated by a superspin glass (SSG) interface,
whose existence has been sustained by two arguments. One
of them is the dependence of HE on the number of
consecutively measured loops (training effect). The better
fit obtained via Eq. (1) instead of the empirical law from
Ref. [8] is used to support the statement. However, even the

smallest field step employed is bigger than the difference
between the two fitting curves in Fig. 2(b).
The other argument concerns the use of the stop-and-wait

protocol [9], where the magnetic susceptibility, χrefZFCðTÞ,
obtained after zero-field cooling (ZFC) is compared with
χZFC, i.e., a curve traced after cooling the system to an
intermediate temperatureTi, waiting for a given time atTi and
then resuming the cooling process. A dip around Ti in the
χZFC − χrefZFC vs T curve is regarded as a SSG signature. In the
work of Maity et al., however, the process has been stopped
during the reheating andnot during the cooling as stated in [9],
defining a completely different protocol. This might explain
whyanonzerodifferencebetween the curveswasobserved for
the entire displayed temperature interval and not only around
the dip, as one should expect for SSG systems [9]. Thus, both
evidences for the SSG phase are, at least, contestable.
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